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After hearing the proclarnation, the peasants went home and refused to work, although, according to the proclamation, they were supposed to do so until the end of the summer. They didn't want to wait until then, and, since the lord was forbidden to flog them, they instigated a revolt. (p. 340) Kotik then explains how this development impoverished both the estate owners and the ]ews. Next he turns to the Polish rebellion of 1863, which made matters even more difficult for the ]ewish inhabitants of Kamenets. Although he is not entirely reliable with regard to historical details, Kotik makes up for this in vivid portrayals of the conflict. Kotik writes at length about the internal ]ewish conflict between the dominant mitnagedim and the emerging hasidim of Kamenets. He points out that, in traditional rabbinic]udaism, prestige was measured by 'lineage ofwealth and lineage of learning' (p . 400). Hence 'the penniless and the illiterate felt degraded and humiliated by their treatrnent in the synagogues and study houses', whereas 'to the simple ]ew Hasidism brought genuine happiness. He became worthy ' (pp. 400,406 ). Yet Kotik himself was put off by the hasidic adulation of the rebbe; moreover, he was shocked by the poverty and hunger among hasidic families, in which the men seemed unconcerned about the fate oftheir wives and children (p . 409). The conflict touches close to home when Kotik recalls how his father fought his decision to leave hasidism.
This English translation by Margaret Birstein (edited by Sharon Makover-Assaf) reads well. The notes and bibliography by David Assaf greatly enrich the text by providing explanatory materials and some critical commentary. Assaf does not blindly accept Kotik's assertions, which sometimes seem hyperbolic. For example, he provides historical data indicating that Kotik's statements suggesting that there was a sharp rise in the divorce rate between the 1860s and the 1890S are inaccurate (p. 475 n. 14)· David Frishman once wrote that, if'some flood came over the world and effaced from the earth the entire universe of]ewish street life', S. Y. Abramovitsh's fictional works could help a researcher reconstruct that world. It would seem, however, that Kotik's memoirs could serve an equally important role in such a reconstruction.
Kotik's memoirs should contribute to a more thorough understanding of shtetl life in the second half of the nineteenth century. In doing so, this book provides a welcome antidote to shtetl nostalgia and kitsch. (1878) . During the Crimean War 8-year-old boys were conscripted, and the sordid reality of this practice is the subject of chapter 9, which tells how Kotik's friend Yosele was kidnapped bya press-gang. When the townspeople caught sight ofhim again, 'his face was swollen .) 236 . and pale, like that of a corpse .... He had become like a log' (p Yet David Assaf points out that Kotik's memoirs focus more on the consequences , of modernization than on catastrophic events. Unlike post-Holocaust memoirists ' Kotik 'did not view his past through the threatening storm of physical destruction . ) 7 0 · P ( Kotik tells anecdotes that make it easier to visualize well-known historical events. For example, he describes how the liberation of the serfs was announced in : 1861
On Sunday at twelve noon, when the market was teeming with peasants, the ispravh1k [district chief of police] . . . read the proclarnation out to them.
